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A B S T R A C T

Context: Mobile applications (known as “apps”) usage continues to rapidly increase, with many new apps being developed and deployed. However, developing a mobile app is challenging due to its dependencies on devices, technologies, platforms, and deadlines to reach the market. One potential approach is to use Model Driven Development (MDD) techniques that simplify the app development process, reduce complexity, increase abstraction level, help achieve scalable solutions and maximize cost-effectiveness and productivity.

Objective: This paper systematically investigates what MDD techniques and methodologies have been used to date to support mobile app development and how these techniques have been employed, to identify key benefits, limitations, gaps and future research potential.

Method: A Systematic Literature Review approach was used for this study based on a formal protocol. The rigorous search protocol identified a total of 1,042 peer-reviewed academic research papers from four major software engineering databases. These papers were subsequently filtered, and 55 high quality relevant studies were selected for analysis, synthesis, and reporting.

Results: We identified the popularity of different applied MDD approaches, supporting tools, artifacts, and evaluation techniques. Our analysis found that architecture, domain model, and code generation are the most crucial purposes in MDD-based app development. Three qualities – productivity, scalability and reliability – can benefit from these modeling strategies. We then summarize the key collective strengths, limitations, gaps from the studies and made several future recommendations.

Conclusion: There has been a steady interest in MDD approaches applied to mobile app development over the years. This paper guides future researchers, developers, and stakeholders to improve app development techniques, ultimately that will help end-users in having more effective apps, especially when some recommendations are addressed, e.g., taking into account more human-centric aspects in app development.

1. Introduction

In 2021, the number of smartphone users exceeded 3.8 billion, and approximately 66% of the world population had a mobile device such as cell phone, tablet, or a cellular-enabled IoT device [1,2]. In addition, mobile phone usage for different purposes had an average increase of 7.71% per year over the last three years [3]. In 2018, more than 205 billion mobile apps were downloaded from the app repositories [4]. The revenue earned by the mobile apps is expected to reach $935 billion in 2023, compared to $365 billion earned in 2018 [5]. Developing a modern mobile app is not a trivial exercise [6]. Key steps in app development include requirements gathering, platform selection, target users identification, constraint mapping, and problem modeling. During design, app developers draw approximate User Interface (UI) sketches and may use a prototyping tool to create the model aspects of the visual design and the navigation flow. The architecture of the app is designed based on needed functionality and user interface mockups. Finally, the app is coded and the clients download, use and provide feedback on it. This is a highly iterative process and continues throughout the development lifecycle.

Model Driven Development (MDD) techniques can help developers build an app more efficiently, as they enable code synthesis through a model transformation process. MDD has shown to be successful in many Software Engineering (SE) domains to improve productivity, increase the quality of the outcome, provide tools for formal analysis, minimize manual implementation effort, provide more reliability, flexibility, and
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easy maintenance \[7,8\]. However, some researchers have shown that while many MDD-based mobile app development approaches offer useful domain patterns and tools, many of the models they use are relatively low-level. This can be a problem because they can then become very large and cumbersome to work with, require a lot of modeling effort, and do not abstract away from code-level details. Additionally, while many are sufficient to describe information for basic app generation, often only user interface or basic data aspects can be modeled and generated, and they do not contain adequate information to realize the full implementation while still require very detailed modeling \[9,10\]. Thus, these approaches are often hard to reuse, need expert app developer input, do not leverage similarities across platforms, and require extensive post-generation app testing and tuning.

We conducted a detailed investigation into existing research approaches used for mobile app development based on model-driven development, to identify strengths, limitations, and key directions for future work in the area. To do this, we chose to use a systematic Literature Review (SLR), locating and synthesizing relevant academic literature. This SLR will benefit the readers interested in app development in three key ways: (i) to understand existing MDD methodologies, techniques, and tools for app development; (ii) to compare different ways of app modeling and generation; and (iii) to identify key research gaps, potential future work, and enhancement possibilities for existing MDD based mobile app development approaches.

Based on our findings, 20 out of 55 selected studies aimed to make the app development process more flexible and faster, primarily to manage models, data, and services. We also found that the reusable code generation components in 8 of the selected studies was shown to reduce product development time and consequently costs for cross-platform, multi-platform or multi-version app development. Additionally, 18 studies proposed a new method, framework, tool, or languages to increase development efficiency. Our analysis also found that architecture, domain model and code generation are the most crucial purposes in MDD based app development, and three qualities, productivity, scalability and reliability can benefit from these modeling strategies. We found that a substantial proportion of the selected studies (25.45%) focus mainly on interface development instead of full mobile app features. Most approaches have been applied to examples and use-cases from academia (80%) and only a few from industry. One potential reason is that MDD approaches are not sufficiently mature and flexible for industrial app development. Another is that many industry apps can be built sufficiently well without using MDD approaches, or by only using basic MDD approaches e.g. generate skeleton code only \[10\].

Guided by our findings, we listed ten significant limitations in the selected studies, discussed in Section 4.3.2. We found that eleven out of the fifty-five selected studies are not suitable for use at the professional level either because they (i) are not extendable to other than very narrow app usage domains; (ii) only partial apps can be generated and their code cannot be modified; or (iii) the generator creates code with significant performance and security issues. We also found that another 20 studies need to describe the development processes proposed and analyze their work more thoroughly to be applicable in the real world. We also found that three studies are not suitable for large-scale app development, two developed GUIs separately from the other app components, and two do not specify how the tool and model get their target app requirements. From these analyses, we recommended seven high-priority potential future research areas. The key contributions of the paper include:

- We provide guidance for mobile app developers, stakeholders, and researchers who want to better understand what MDD techniques and methodologies have been used to date to support mobile app development, and how these techniques have been employed.
- We identify a set of key recommended research directions to address the limitations of MDD based mobile app development schemes and discuss their impacts.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses key related work. We then present our SLR-based research methodology and data synthesis in Sections Section 3. In Section 4, we provide detailed answers to our key research questions as evidenced from the selected primary studies. Section 5 discusses threats to validity for this SLR. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background and related work

Although MDD approaches for mobile app development have a long history, this review study is the first large-scale systematic review that accesses existing approaches to provide their classification for identifying gaps, limitations and discussing current trends and future challenges. In this review, we were interested in evaluating existing MDD-based approaches that have investigated mobile app development to date. This section presents some necessary background and key related works required to understand our review and the analysis presented in the following sections.

2.1. Model-driven development and related surveys

The terms Model Driven Development (MDD), Model Driven Software Development (MDSD), and Model Driven Engineering (MDE) are often used interchangeably in the literature. The MDD takes a high-level model and successively refines it down to lower-level models, eventually to executable code and/or configurations to produce software. A wide variety of MDD approaches, techniques and tools exist. All of them share a common approach of abstracting aspects of software into high-level models and using tools to synthesize code from these models, rather than writing code by hand. MDD tools have been developed for a great range of application domains, including web applications, user interfaces, test case generation, embedded systems, different domain-specific applications, and mobile app generation \[10\].

The Object Management Group has developed a standard and defined a Model Driven Architecture (MDA) for MDD, used by many MDD approaches. MDA contains a set of rules and tools for problem modeling and defining the solutions. There are three types of models in MDA: (i) Computation Independent Model (CIM) for the business requirements; (ii) Platform Independent Model (PIM) for system architecture; and (iii) Platform Specific Model (PSM) for model transformations.

Software Product Lines (SPL), Software Factories (SF) and Domain Specific Languages (DSL) are sometimes considered to be kinds of MDD/MDSD approaches. SPL reuses pre-built software artifacts for development, whereas SF draws parallel models with traditional manufacturing processes where software is assembled from pre-made parts. These techniques have also been used to create mobile apps, where features are identified in the domain analysis \[10\].

A detailed survey on MDSD is presented \[12\] that illustrates MDSD essential elements and relationships between them, e.g., modeling languages, domain knowledge, meta-models, formal methods, model transformations, and standards. In \[13\], Liddle et al. discuss how MDD approaches work in practice with examples and use cases. An interesting architecture-centric MDSD (AC-MDSD) approach is presented in \[14\]. The authors discuss the economic advantages of AC-MDSD over other approaches. Recently, Brambilla et al. \[15\] discuss the impact of MDD approaches in practice, especially for software professionals. This book is a good read for novice software engineers since it explains
MDD’s basic principles and techniques. It also discusses how MDD can provide an agile and flexible tool, and how to select the right set of MDSD instruments for a specific project. In [16], two companies who are willing to adopt the principles of MDD are examined. This case study analysis results explain the differences in requirements for MDD in these organizations. It also discusses the factors that influence decision upon adoption, the potentially suitable modeling notation for each of the companies, and the conditions that should be fulfilled to increase the chances of success, i.e., in adopting MDD in current industries.

2.2. State of the art approaches for mobile app development and related surveys

There exist many tools and frameworks for mobile app development. Surveys from Heitkötter et al. [17] and Willocx et al. [18] present two detailed and excellent reviews on this topic. However, Barnett et al. [10] demonstrate that most mobile app development approaches reviewed in these survey papers (i) do not consider or only partially consider the technical domain model of the app, (ii) most model analysis is absent, and (iii) provide little guidance on how to provide an agile and flexible tool, and how to select the right set of MDD’s basic principles and techniques. It also discusses how MDD can provide an agile and flexible tool, and how to select the right set of MDSD instruments for a specific project. In [16], two companies who are willing to adopt the principles of MDD are examined. This case study analysis results explain the differences in requirements for MDD in these organizations. It also discusses the factors that influence decision upon adoption, the potentially suitable modeling notation for each of the companies, and the conditions that should be fulfilled to increase the chances of success, i.e., in adopting MDD in current industries.

2.2. State of the art approaches for mobile app development and related surveys

There exist many tools and frameworks for mobile app development. Surveys from Heitkötter et al. [17] and Willocx et al. [18] present two detailed and excellent reviews on this topic. However, Barnett et al. [10] demonstrate that most mobile app development approaches reviewed in these survey papers (i) do not consider or only partially consider the technical domain model of the app, (ii) most model analysis is absent, and (iii) provide little guidance on how to construct the underlying meta-model used, if present at all. Some key examples of leading edge approaches for mobile app development are summarized below.

- **Nitrogen**: Nitrogen is a codeless and cloud-based development platform for enterprises. Due to the codeless environment, it provides limited flexibility and does not support all concepts of mobile app development for its users.
- **App Inventor**: App Inventor is a tool that helps children to build mobile apps based on visual programming languages. It simplifies mobile app development by hiding all implementation details. It consists of a meta-model for the concepts exposed to the developers but does not consider the technical domain’s conceptual concerns, such as hardware constraints, event handling, network connection, etc.
- **Appcelerator**: Appcelerator is a widely used framework for mobile app development. It uses a model-based tool and uses JavaScript to build apps that run on multiple platforms, but does not specify an underlying meta-model.
- **Xamarin**: Xamarin is a cross-platform framework for mobile app development based on the C# programming language. It wraps the underlying mobile platform API so that developers can build the functionality that they desire.
- **Smart Maker Authoring Tool**: Smart Maker Authoring Tool enables non-developers to develop mobile apps and webs for their work via basic concepts. The user of this tool does not require any prior knowledge in programming or coding. The tool also follows the no-code/low-code development principles and tries to improve the application structure and operation mechanism for implementing the desired app/web functions.
- **Cordova**: Cordova is a widely used hybrid app development framework that hides platform-specific details. Ionic is built on top of Cordova and includes core UI components for building hybrid mobile apps that look like native apps. There are several third-party generators used for generating parts of the mobile app.
- **WebRatio**: WebRatio is a commercial tool that uses MDD for mobile app development based on the Object Management Group (OMG) extended Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML). The main strength of WebRatio is that it can generate cross-platform hybrid mobile apps using the Cordova framework.
- **MobiA**: MobiA is a graphical tool for health monitoring application development. This tool’s target user is health professionals, and hence, technical details of app development are hidden.

There also exist several reverse engineering-based tools to support mobile app testing, UI artifacts modeling and tools for code recommendation [10]. In [19], Wasserman et al. point out many key Software Engineering (SE) issues for mobile app development. Some real-world challenges for mobile app development are illustrated in [20]. Barnett et al. showed Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) can be used to generate useful mobile apps in industry [10]. One significant advantage of using a DSL is that the solutions can be expressed in the idiom and at the level of abstraction of the problem domain [21]. In [22], an evaluation framework is presented to analyze the current no-code/low-code app development platforms such as AppArchitect, EachScape, Form.com, iBuildApp, OutSystems, PhoneGap, RhoMobile, and SenchaTouch. The authors also showed the impact of some platforms at different app development life-cycle stages. A review of current representative low-code/no-code development platforms is presented in [23] that showed the required classification on the existing low-code platforms. The analysis results claim to help end-users selecting the most appropriate platforms based on their requirements. A survey and a SLR on MDD for mobile apps were presented in [24] and [25], respectively. However, these two review studies used a limited subset of existing works, and we decided that a more detailed and rigorous investigation was needed.

3. Research methodology

This section defines our Systematic Literature Review (SLR) protocol based on the guidelines provided by Kitchenham et al. [11] and our previous experiences [26–29]. A high level workflow diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The review protocol development for this study was carried out by the first author under the close supervision of the remaining authors, who are experienced in performing and supervising SLRs in software engineering. The first author was also responsible for the initial study selection, i.e., searching and study accumulation, quality and quantitative assessment, study filtration, data extraction with the supervision of other authors. The extracted data were synthesized using meta-analysis techniques from the 55 original articles (summarized in Appendix A).

3.1. Research questions

Our objective was to analyze the existing research on “why” and “how” MDD techniques influence mobile app development, and what research gaps exist in these domains. Thus, we formulated three key RQs to answer this. Petticrew at el. [30] show that five elements, i.e., Population, Interventions, Comparison, Outcomes, and Context (PICOC), can be used to direct the formation of RQs for a searchable study. The PICOC for this SLR is shown in Table 1, following the guidelines of Petticrew et al. modified for software engineering taxonomies [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>PICOC for this SLR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>The literature on model driven development (MDD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Mobile apps development techniques, method, process and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Comparison among interventions for analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>The consequence of MDD for mobile apps development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Include: MDD techniques, process, language for mobile app and tool development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclude: IoT, threats, privacy, malware, hardware and communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RQ1 What are the main goals and objectives for generating mobile apps using model driven approaches?

RQ1-SubRQA What are the goals and objectives for each research paper reviewed?

RQ1-SubRQB Who are the target end-users of the tools and generated apps?

RQ1-SubRQC Is the study applied to academic or industrial problems or both?

RQ2 What model-driven approaches have been applied to date to generate mobile apps?

RQ2-SubRQA What are the main domain model(s) used by the researchers?

RQ2-SubRQB What are the code generation steps? How is it accomplished?

RQ3 Which empirical methods are used in the selected studies to evaluate MDD based app development approaches, and what are the results obtained?

RQ3-SubRQA How were the studies evaluated?

RQ3-SubRQB What are the strengths and limitations of the selected studies?

RQ3-SubRQC What are our recommendations for future work in this area?

3.2 Search strategy

We developed a strategy to search for papers that target mobile app development using MDD. The goal was to find as many primary study papers as possible. Our strategy consisted of three parts: search string identification (Section 3.2.1), automatic search in electronic database (Section 3.2.2) and snowballing using google scholar (Section 3.2.3).
operator was used to concatenate the synonyms; AND to concatenate the major concepts; and NOT to reduce the unwanted contents (UC) as follows:

\[(C_{11} \land C_{21} \land \ldots \land C_{n1}) \land (C_{12} \land C_{22} \land \ldots \land C_{n2}) \land \ldots \land (C_{1k} \land C_{2k} \land \ldots \land C_{nk})\]

\[\text{NOT}(U_{C1} \lor U_{C2} \lor \ldots \lor U_{Cn})\]

(1)

where \(C_{1i}, C_{2i}, \ldots, C_{ni}\) and \(U_{C1}, U_{C2}, \ldots, U_{Cn}\) are defined in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. In our filtration process, we removed 44 papers due to being duplicated articles, editorial or key notes. After reading the title, abstract, conclusion and skimming through the introduction, methodology and results, we applied our exclusion criterion defined in Table 4, and 873 further papers were removed. During the third step of filtration, we applied inclusion criteria and removed 63 papers as these studies did not meet any ICs shown in Table 3. In parallel, we did a manual search and found only 11 papers that meet all three concepts defined in Table 2 but not contain any unwanted content (UC) defined in Eq. (1). After applying ICs and ECs, three out of eleven papers were selected. Finally, we did a cross-check and ended up with 55 papers as our primary set of studies for analysis after completing the filtration process.

### 3.2.5. Collection and filtering of the studies

Our filtration process is summarized in Fig. 2. Initially, we ran the formatted query on four major databases that returned 1031 research papers. We then applied filtering and classified the studies found [11]. In our initial filtration process, we removed 44 papers due to being duplicated articles, editorial or key notes. After reading the title, abstract, conclusion and skimming through the introduction, methodology and results, we applied our exclusion criterion defined in Table 4, and 873 further papers were removed. During the third step of filtration, we applied inclusion criteria and removed 63 papers as these studies did not meet any ICs shown in Table 3. In parallel, we did a manual search and found only 11 papers that meet all three concepts defined in Table 2 but not contain any unwanted content (UC) defined in Eq. (1). After applying ICs and ECs, three out of eleven papers were selected. Finally, we did a cross-check and ended up with 55 papers as our primary set of studies for analysis after completing the filtration process.

### 3.2.6. Quality assessment

We used 1 to 5 numeric score – Very Poor, Inadequate, Moderate, Good and Excellent – Quality Checking (QC) applied to each study using following six questions (QC1 to QC6). We label a paper as a poor quality paper if its average value for all QCs is ≤2.00, otherwise we use the qualitative information (discussed in Section 3.2.7) to decide this.\(^1\)

**QC1:** Is the study highly relevant to the research and concepts defined in Tables 1 and 2, i.e. clearly uses an MDD based technique to generate mobile apps?

**QC2:** Does the study clearly explain the methodology that accomplishes its goals?

**QC3:** Does the study provide sufficient information on data collection, prototyping and/or algorithms used?

**QC4:** Is there a clear outcome and results analysis reported?

**QC5:** Are study limitations and possible future work adequately described?

**QC6:** What is the citation count and quality of the venue where the study was published?

\(^1\) These poor quality papers were dropped from our set of primary studies without further investigation.
3.2.7. Qualitative information to be extracted from each paper

We extracted the following fifteen key information items from each primary selected paper, forming its Qualitative Information (QI):

QI₁: Publication details — authors, title, date, venue, citation count, publisher.

QI₂: What are the main goals and objectives of this study?

QI₃: Is the user/case study from Academia or Industry?

QI₄: What domain(s) are the generated apps targeting e.g. retail, travel, entertainment?

QI₅: Who are the target end-users of the tool e.g. business analysts, app developers, end users, etc?

QI₆: What are the underlying model(s) (domain models and architecture) used?

QI₇: How are the target app requirements specified?

QI₈: How is the code generator implemented?

QI₉: Does it produce complete or partial output (generates a full app or only generates a part of an app)?

QI₁₀: Can the generated apps be hand-modified?

QI₁₁: How was the study evaluated?

QI₁₂: Is the tool scalable to large apps?

QI₁₃: Does the study (tool) generate a quality output (app)? How is this measured?

QI₁₄: What are the main strengths and limitations of the presented work?

QI₁₅: What are the identified research gaps and future work ideas?

3.2.8. Reference management and screening tool

We used EndNote X9 tool for reference management and screening the studies because it facilitates easy removal of double entries and keeps track of papers by summarizing essential facts, e.g., title, authors, abstract, keywords, venue, date, and page numbers.

3.3. Data extraction and synthesis

During data extraction, we downloaded all primary studies and grouped the papers as per the theme, contribution, authors, and Electronic Database (ED) name in this order. An identity code was formulated and assigned to every individual study. The list of papers with their identity code is available in Appendix A. We followed the following steps to counter the biases during data extraction:

- Initially, the first author of this paper extracted data for two papers from each selected ED and stored the results in a google sheet. The remaining authors of this report cross-checked these data, and the necessary correction was applied.
- Then the first author extracted data for another twenty selected studies, and similar cross-checking was performed until all of the authors reached agreement and the outcome did not vary more than 5% for anyone. At the end of this step, the review protocol was finalized to incorporate the changes.
- In the third step, the first author re-extracted the data from previously examined studies as well as the remaining twenty-seven studies as per the revised protocol. The extracted data were sequentially cross-checked by the remaining authors (once each) to minimize extraction bias and omissions.
- Finally, all data was stored in a google sheet for analysis and synthesis.

4. Evaluation results and analysis

We extracted qualitative, quantitative and mixed data from the selected 55 primary studies. We also used visualization tools and meta-analysis techniques to present our analysis, especially to answer the research questions defined in Section 3.1. Fig. 3 show the year of publication for all selected studies. Appendix A contains the full list of references for the selected studies. We found, there were 6 journal papers, 1 book chapter, 4 symposium papers, 3 workshop articles and 41 conference papers. All of the selected primary studies were published between 2005 and 2019. We collected the paper list in 2020. Hence, there may be papers published after our search. For example, two very new relevant papers [31,32] have now been published in 2021. The first paper [31] describes mobile app synthesis from UML models applying the UML toolset to generate native apps for Android
or iOS platforms. The second article [32] developed an excellent framework called MAndroid to generate Android-based classic multiplayer 2D board games. Overall, we found at least one study in each year since 2005, and in 2014, we found the highest number of studies. Although there is a considerable increase in the number of studies from 2013 to 2014, it has now leveled off or decreased slightly.

We defined six quality assessment criteria for the primary studies (described in Section 3.2.6). Their distribution is shown in Fig. 4 and individual scores for each question are attached in Appendix B. We scored more than 60% of the selected studies as ≥3 for all the questions except QC3 – Future work summary. This suggests many studies poorly identify and define the appropriate future scope for MDD-based approaches to mobile app development. However, 81.82% of the selected studies clearly answer QC1 with score ≥3, with clear motivation and objectives. QC1 – data collection and algorithms clearly described and QC1 – outcome and analysis also score well overall. QC2 – methodology and chosen approach are good to excellent in most studies. Most studies have good citations and appear in good to excellent venues – QC6.

As an example, ED52 proposes a model for conducting early usability evaluation for mobile apps generated with an MDE tool. Although the goal is clear, it does not align well with the methodology presented later in the paper. More specifically, it defines the usability metrics and corresponding sub-characteristics, but the method contains only applicability discussion of the proposal for a ‘Car Rental System’. We thus scored it 2 for QC1. We also scored 2 for questions QC1 to QC6 for this study, since the paper lacks details about its data collection, does not discuss the used algorithm, presents few findings that do not match with the goal, and future work is not explained but the summary with study limitations is provided.

In contrast, ED30 presents JustModeling, which is a MDD based approach for business app development. This research has a clear-cut objective that well-aligns with the goal of MDD. It also presents a novel model/methodology, excellent implementation and currently is in use and therefore, we scored it 5 for QC1. The methodology and goal align (≥90%) highly (score 5 for QC6); it describes clear and appropriate data collection procedures and algorithms (score 5 for QC6); has clear findings and explanation for analysis (score 4 for QC6); discusses summaries but its limitations and future works are not illustrated appropriately, for example, it does not take into account coding the class methods, e.g., method codes need to be inserted manually by the developers after automatic code generation steps, and it misses structural component (score 3 for QC5); and the work is published in Brazilian Symposium on Computing Systems Engineering which is a moderate venue in software engineering (score 3 for QC6).

4.1. RQ1: What are the main goals and objectives for generating mobile apps using model driven approaches?

The first research question in our SLR tried to identify the motivation behind each selected study. Overall, the studies aimed to add more flexibility in mobile app development through high-level modeling, consequently increasing productivity. We also tried to find the target end-users and applications areas. We found that most approaches were applied to examples and use cases from academia and only a few from industry or in collaboration. We present our analysis and finding on these in the following subsections, answering three related sub-research questions.

4.1.1. RQ1-SubRQ1 What are the goals and objectives for each research paper reviewed?

Mobile app development steps are similar to traditional software development steps that begin with platform selection, target user identification, constraint mapping, data collection, implementation and testing. However, the data collection may not be required for some trivial apps, e.g., a calculator or photo viewer apps. Model Driven Development methods enable the synthesis of a mobile app through a model transformation process ending up with code generation [10]. The objective is ultimately to raise the abstraction level and increase the level of automation. Thus, it improves productivity, increases the quality of the apps, reduces the risks, and provides tools for formal analysis. Several works [17,33] present novel frameworks and tools for mobile app development but not all are based on MDD techniques. To better understand limitations with current mobile app development approaches using MDD, this SLR identifies the main goals and objectives for generating mobile apps using MDD approaches.
It creates different versions of pre-built template files to address the app. For example, ED19 proposes the RUMO framework for UI design. Then, this library is used to help in generating a complete UI. Thirteen studies have explored improving reusability in app development. Initially, most of these studies build a library of app components or templates. Then, this library is used to help in generating a complete app. For example, ED19 proposes the RUMO framework for UI design. It creates different versions of pre-built template files to address the issue of different versions of a platform or multiple reusable templates for multiple platforms. Each template file is responsible for creating the source code for the desired platform.

We found only five selected studies aimed to increase product quality exclusively. This is a small number compared to other parameters presented in Table 5, in the sense that all the quality attribute parameters are very hard to achieve due to the laborious synthesis process in a single project. We also identified that maintainability among the software product quality attributes was implicitly addressed, but compatibility, functionality, and effectiveness still need further attention. For example, ED42 investigates a model-based approach to support non-technical users creating data collection tools according to their actual needs. Here, task models are described in constraints on task execution as temporal relations between sub-tasks to increase the quality. However, the effect of integrating the data collection method with the tool is not shown.

We also found that a sub-set of studies address more than one common goal summarized in Table 5. Graphical distribution of these studies in terms of common goal attainments using a Venn diagram is shown in Fig. 6. In addition, we found 27.27% of studies did not address any of these five common goals. The main objectives and goals of these 15 papers are shown in Table 5.

One-third of the primarily selected studies try to increase the flexibility of app development process through use of MDD techniques. However, we found only one of the project development principles is flexible in most cases (selected studies), while others are rigid. For example, study ED5 aims to accelerate Android app development following the Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) pattern. Here, Query View Transformation (QVT) is used, transforming the UML class diagram (PIM) to the Android model (PSM) at the metamodel level. Then Acceleo tool generates the code from the PSM through an MVC pattern implementation. However, it is limited to a particular kind of variability and does not support modeling and variant generation for mobile domain-specific hardware and software features. Thirteen studies have explored improving reusability in app development. Initially, most of these studies build a library of app components or templates. Then, this library is used to help in generating a complete app. For example, ED19 proposes the RUMO framework for UI design.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes: Goal and objectives</th>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility: Provide more flexibility through executable models as an integral part and for app evolution.</td>
<td>ED1 ED2 ED3 ED4 ED5 ED6 ED16 ED18 ED22 ED30 ED32 ED34 ED35 ED38 ED46 ED54</td>
<td>30.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency: Reduce app development time and cost and hence increase productivity.</td>
<td>ED2 ED4 ED5 ED7 ED16 ED31 ED33 ED34 ED37 ED38</td>
<td>18.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability: Integrating design models and approaches to support reliability and corresponding analysis.</td>
<td>ED2 ED3 ED5 ED10 ED13 ED15 ED20 ED23 ED25 ED29 ED32 ED34 ED52</td>
<td>23.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse: Ensure reusable methods to generate the apps or a proportion of apps using DSL, DSVL, framework or templates.</td>
<td>ED8 ED10 ED11 ED12 ED17 ED18 ED19 ED21 ED23 ED28 ED30 ED31 ED45</td>
<td>23.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality: Increase the quality of the developed app.</td>
<td>ED1 ED14 ED36 ED42 ED47</td>
<td>9.09%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. Venn diagram represents the overlapping studies in common goals attainments.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Primary objectives</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Primary objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED9</td>
<td>Better manage complexity</td>
<td>ED24</td>
<td>Scaffolding for a mobile app generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED26</td>
<td>Evaluate app feasibility to an archetypal case</td>
<td>ED27</td>
<td>Utilize independent language to generate code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED39</td>
<td>Streamline prototyping process</td>
<td>ED40</td>
<td>Ease computing for Hybrid app development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED41</td>
<td>Enable single code base usages for all platforms</td>
<td>ED43</td>
<td>Support collaborative design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED44</td>
<td>Specifying behavior of data collection process</td>
<td>ED48</td>
<td>Generate synthetic emulation code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED49</td>
<td>Enable users to create their own DSL</td>
<td>ED50</td>
<td>Specify domain and user interaction models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED51</td>
<td>Integration of different modeling environments</td>
<td>ED53</td>
<td>Create inter-operable apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED55</td>
<td>Experimental development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and ED39 target inexperienced developers to start producing mobile apps. The main goal of study ED27 is to use an independent modeling language to generate native app code. However, there is no standard procedure for confirming the completeness of GUI specified by the language shown. Hence, we did not consider this as a potential candidate for the productivity of Table 5. Similarly, study ED55 aims to easy model process, but the prototype is far from productive usage.

4.1.2. RQ1-SubRQb Who are the target end-users of the tools and generated apps?

Fig. 7(a) summarizes the primary tool user groups we identified for each selected study. We identified the target tool user by two methods (i) Directly from the paper (23.6%) or (ii) Inferred by evaluations described in the papers (76.4%). We tried to distinguish the tools for different types of developers by (i) Existing facilities such as programming language, frameworks and SDK and (ii) Work procedure and functionalities that are shown in the examples and evaluations in the studies.

We found that the tool design choices of the researchers mostly focus on app development or the GUI aspect of part of the app development. Interestingly only study ED24 focuses solely on supporting professional mobile app developers and they explicitly mention that their tools are not for general users or novice app engineers. Three studies (ED10 ED38 ED49) explicitly target non-technical app developers. In our analysis we were also able to identify the 12 types of users in terms of generated apps. All these types are extracted from the selected studies evaluation and use cases. We could not identify any specific target user of the app development tool for three studies (ED28 ED34 ED50) because there is no example or evaluation.

Fig. 7(b) summarizes the primary target domain end users we identified for each selected study. We determined this by reviewing each study’s objectives, any case studies they used, and the evaluations described in the studies. While sub-categorizing the target end-user of the generated app we tried to match the evaluation results with the example so that the main goal of the paper remains addressed i.e., not consider the concerns of the developer, but rather focused on the final app user. Most apps produced by MDD tools in the studies focus on some form of business domain e.g. business app generation, e-commerce, human resource management and ERP solutions (ED5 ED11 ED12 ED14 ED22 ED23 ED27 ED29 ED30 ED32 ED35 ED36 ED40 ED41 ED45 ED46 ED47 ED48 ED51 ED52 ED53 ED54). A small number of studies target health and medical(ED10 ED17 ED37 ED38 ED49), security (ED2 ED3 ED20), entertainment and games (ED13 ED16 ED24 ED31 ED55) and social media domains (ED15 ED26 ED39 ED33). A few studies target mapping and data management (ED42 ED43 ED44). Two studies claim to be suitable for multi-domain (ED7 ED8), one for map and GIS (ED1). We could not tell in which domain the tools aim to produce app for remaining three apps (ED28 ED34 ED50).

4.1.3. RQ1-SubRQc Is the study applied to academic or industrial problems or both?

There is no clear difference in MDD approaches as to being applied in academia vs industry. In industry, approaches are driven by the goal to develop new products and services and improve quality and productivity, rather than solving a problem theoretically. In academia,
researchers might be more focused on exploring new theories, concepts, models, platforms, techniques and code generation approaches. We tried to distinguish whether each selected study – in terms of the carried out case studies, examples presented, and claimed end users of the tools – was done on problems in academia or in industry.

Table 7 summarizes the results of our findings. Most applications of MDD to date appear to have only been used in academia, with a few to support academic/industry collaborations. We found only two reporting purely industry-based case studies, and for one it was not possible to identify. Further studies are needed to apply MDD-based techniques for mobile app generation to industry-scale problems and determine their strengths and weaknesses for industrial practice. We also note that the use cases, evaluation results, detailed examples and tools are often not available from the industrial and collaboration cases. For the academic domain many are available either in the paper itself or through publicly accessible downloads.

Table 7
Distribution of the selected studies as per academia or industry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Selected Studies</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>ED39 ED50</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>ED1 ED2 ED5 ED7 ED9 ED10 ED13 ED14 ED15 ED16 ED17 ED18 ED19 ED20 ED21 ED22 ED23 ED24 ED25 ED26 ED27 ED28 ED30 ED31 ED32 ED33 ED34 ED35 ED36 ED37 ED38 ED42 ED43 ED44 ED45 ED46 ED47 ED48 ED49 ED51 ED52 ED53 ED54 ED55</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry academia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collaboration</td>
<td>ED3 ED4 ED6 ED8 ED11 ED29 ED40 ED41</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unresolved</td>
<td>ED12</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mon domain models — the UML, textual Domain-Specific Languages, is partially complete and can only generate a part of the app. The is modeled in 34.55% (19 out of 55) studies where a fully working is modeled in 34.55% (19 out of 55) studies where a fully working much of the app can be generated. We found that the entire system least. We also tried to identify how complete the model is, and how development are two main aspects, whereas the data modeling is the aspects of the apps described in the models, which is summarized research question tries to identify the model-driven techniques used by the selected studies to generate mobile apps, e.g., modeling, code generation, run-time configuration, and model transformations. Overall, we found that the UML, DSLs, and template frameworks are used by the researchers to model an app in 70.90% of our selected studies. The rest of the research works either present a new prototype, languages (UML 2.0, Ecore) for specifying, visualizing, constructing, and resources for code generation. However, for 29.09% studies, could not determine how this was done. Either detailed information on code generation steps were absent or model interpretation to execute the running apps is not illustrated. An overall summary of context of MDD of mobile apps generation is presented in Table 8. More discussion is presented below, answering two related sub-research questions.

### 4.2. RQ2. What model-driven approaches have been applied to date to generate mobile apps?

This research question tries to identify the model-driven techniques used by the selected studies to generate mobile apps, e.g., modeling, code generation, run-time configuration, and model transformations. Overall, we found that the UML, DSLs, and template frameworks are used to describe an app. We also found that most studies use templates, transformation rules, compilers, parsers, synthesizers, and Java resources for code generation. However, for 29.09% studies, could not determine how this was done. Either detailed information on code generation steps were absent or model interpretation to execute the running apps is not illustrated. An overall summary of context of MDD of mobile apps generation is presented in Table 8. More discussion is presented below, answering two related sub-research questions.

#### 4.2.1. RQ2-SubRQ4. What are the main domain model(s) used by the researchers?

To answer this sub-research question, initially, we identified domain model(s), framework(s) and tool(s) used by the researchers in the selected primary studies to model the app. We then identified the primary aspects of the apps described in the models, which is summarized in Table 9. We found that the app structure/behavior and front-end development are two main aspects, whereas the data modeling is the least. We also tried to identify how complete the model is, and how much of the app can be generated. We found that the entire system is modeled in 34.55% (19 out of 55) studies where a fully working app is generated. In contrast, in the remaining 36 studies, the model is partially complete and can only generate a part of the app. The Model Completeness column of Table 8 (9th and 18th columns) presents this result for each individual study. Finally, we tried to find out how are the app requirements modeled/designed; and which studies used executable UML or OMG’s MDA approaches.

In the selected studies we found there are mainly three types of common domain models — the UML, textual Domain-Specific Languages, and Domain-Specific Visual Languages. These three approaches were used by the researchers to model an app in 70.90% of our selected studies. The rest of the research works either present a new prototype, framework or tool to model an app. Fig. 8 summarizes the distribution of this finding in the four areas, and details of these categories are presented next.

#### A. Use of UML for system modeling and app generation: We identified 13 studies that used UML or a similar standardized modeling languages (UML 2.0, Ecore) for specifying, visualizing, constructing, business modeling and documenting the artifacts of mobile apps. More detail on modeling process of these studies are as follows:

In ED4, the authors identify a subset of UML that fits the need of the mobile app development domain that applies use-cases for requirements gathering, class diagrams for structural modeling, and state machines for behavioral modeling. The authors also develop a tool...
named Mobile Application Generator (MAG) that takes UML models as input and generates application for the specified target mobile platforms. Therefore, we marked this study as ‘F’ in the 9th column of Table 8, which means it can model the entire system and can generate a fully working app. Study ED9 uses UML, PSM and composition model for Aspect-Oriented MDD for Context-Aware applications. Here, an app designer begins by modeling the pervasive application in ‘Theme UML’. Then, app code is generated from this high-level model. In ED11, the authors propose an approach where mobile business process models are extended with UI models using UML2 class and activity models. The model guides the generation of user interfaces and adds specific platform requirements to the end-user device.

B. Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for system modeling and app generation: Fig. 8 shows that 25.45% (14 out of 55) selected studies use some form of textual domain-specific language (DSL) to describe an app. These studies can be grouped into two subcategories (i) Introducing a new DSL or using a set of new DSLs to model and generate an app (nine studies), and (ii) Extending or using existing DSLs along with tools to model and generate a mobile app (five studies). More details on the modeling process of these studies are discussed below:

In ED2 and ED20, the Agile Model-Driven Approach for developing cross-platform mobile applications is proposed based on AXIOM. AXIOM provides a modeling DSL written in a dynamic language and it defines an app as the platform-independent intent models. In ED7, authors develop a high-level modeling language called MoDroid to ease the development of Android applications. MoDroid implements a meta-model and its supported tools for the app development e.g., model composition, permission detection, testing and code generation. The authors of MoDroid implement a visitor pattern that traverses the tree structure of an Android model. The pattern takes interface input that declares methods to be executed depending on the node that was localized. In ED8, authors propose a DSL named Menu-Navigation Viewpoint (MNV) for modeling the UI architecture of embedded telephony apps. In MNV, the developers can describe the UI architecture using the fundamental domain concepts.

The first study (ED39) of our second subgroup (extending or using existing DSLs and tools for modeling app) details the criterion that a DSL should have to produce real-world mobile applications. The presented DSL can be used to write the corresponding reference model based on the existing Xtext framework. In ED40, a modeling strategy for cloud-mobile hybrids apps is shown. The DSL shown here is based on the MVC modeling techniques used for web development. The tool is named MobiCloud that produces Android and BlackBerry applications as frontends, and Google App Engine and Amazon EC2 applications as back-ends.

C. Domain-Specific Visual Languages (DSVLs) for system modeling and app generation: Twelve out of fifty-five selected studies employ DSVL to describe an app, where the primary app modeling is done through visual platforms. More detail on these modeling techniques are illustrated below:

In ED3, The Event Model (TEM) diagram describes the event causality dependencies for event processing mobile applications. It also illustrates the structure of the logic by TEM Diagrams. Logic concepts are implemented by TEM policy tables, TEM computation tables and TEM event derivation tables. Similar to ED3, authors of ED13 used screen flow diagrams to define screens and describing transitions between screens with events in a mobile application based on an Eclipse plug-in.

In ED10, the authors propose a novel prototype for visually modeling healthcare plans and mobile device code generation using two DSVLs. The first DSVL is named VCPL, which allows healthcare providers to model complex care plans, health activities, performance measurements, sub-care plans, etc. It can also be saved as templates. The second DSVL is named VAPM, which describes a mobile device interface to the user (patients) for the care plan. Both DSVLs are developed using Marama meta tools. The care plan DSVL is incorporated as an Eclipse plug-in. In ED24, the authors develop a tool named RAPPT for generating mobile apps. The tool consists of three major components, the parser, code generator and interface. The interface consists of three screens, that a designer can use to design layout of the app (i) DSVL (ii) Code editor for DSTL (App Modeling Language) and (iii) Code Browser for viewing the generated app.

The authors of ED25 developed a visual tool for visual modeling of contextual rules and contextual information. The name of the tools is CRITiCiAL which is designed as an Eclipse IDE plugin. Initially, a model was created by a developer using the tool. Then, Java classes are built from this model and turn it into a Java code. The final product is an Android project integrated with LoCCAM. In ED26, the author presents a GUI modeling language named MIM for mobile applications. Here, the design of the screens were done through MIM Diagram that then checks XML interoperability, and then class diagram is generated.

The authors of ED46 and ED53 use the MAML framework where data, views, business logic, and user interactions are jointly modeled from a process perspective using a graphical DSL. In ED54, the authors develop a tool that allows the use of models and provides a way to support transformations for different target device families. The graphical editor component was built using the JGraph3 library for originating MOF compliant architecture and UI Specification. In ED55, MVC pattern is used to the model business logic which is separated from the UI and the control use class diagrams for Android app development.

D. Uses of frameworks, prototypes and tools for system modeling and app generation: The rest of the sixteen studies either utilize an existing framework or propose a new prototype based on existing tools for generating mobile apps. More detail on domain model for these studies are as follows:

The authors of ED1 use Styled Layer Descriptor (SLD) for the dynamic generation of context-adaptive mobile maps. A tool named ArcMap2SLD-generator is developed. This tool allows designing an ESRI ArcMap and converting it into a valid SLD-file. In ED6, a modeling language and an infrastructure is shown that supports specifying different app variants according to the user roles for MDD of Android apps. Here, users may continuously configure and modify custom content with one app variant, whereas end users are supposed to use provided content in their variant. Models are separated into three sub-models (i) Data model (ii) Process model and (iii) GUI model. Data modeling is supported by the EMF. The language is also designed using EMF and has the possibility to add a textual syntax.

![Fig. 8. Distribution of key model types used by researchers for system modeling and app generation.](image-url)
A. Templates and filtering generation patterns: We found eight selected studies (ED1 ED6 ED10 ED21 ED27 ED30 ED34 ED37) create a subset of models from the source model. Then, templates are instantiated based on filtered source model values to generate the code. For example, study ED1 converts a map (ESRI ArcMap) into an XML file (SLD-file) for model validation, where code is generated based on XSL transformation scripts and using ArcGIS-Map to SLD converter tool. In the tool, ArcObjects performs this transformation (of an SLD document), acting as an input base for further modifications according to the user and context models. Study ED6 developed separate code generators for Android and iOS platforms based on the Xtend language. The Android code generation process produces two projects: (i) an Android project containing the Android app and (ii) an Android library project containing the data layer code. The Android library project is created by reusing an existing EMF generator that generates code for the EMF runtime. The EMF generator becomes a sub-generator of the complete code generator and processes an Ecore data model separately. Then, the process and GUI models are translated by sub-generators written in Xtend. The iOS code generator’s workflow is nearly the same as for Android, except it creates one project, and it cannot reuse the EMF generator due to inapplicability on the iOS platform. The generated project must also be exported from Eclipse and imported into the XCode IDE. Similarly, ED21 used the Xtend expressions of multi-line generated models to write the platform-specific code generator.

The Xtend framework and Xtend2 have also been used in ED27 and ED37 for transformations and projections in templates, along with mapping rules to generate the app source codes. In ED30, developers need to model the business classes and their relationships using a graphical modeling tool named JBModel. JBModel transforms the application class diagram into Java classes augmented with annotations provided by the framework named JustBusiness, which generates persistence code, interfaces and Android app resources.

B. Templates and meta-model generation patterns: We found 14.55% of our selected studies (ED2 ED13 ED19 ED20 ED24 ED39 ED40 ED54) parsed source model to create instance of meta model for code generation using templates. The basic difference we found in this category compare to the previous category one is that these studies instantiated the templates using instance values from the original meta model not the filtered source model. For example, studies ED2 and ED20 convert AXIOM source models into code (Java for Android and Objective-C for iOS) based on a set of platform-specific templates. The Android app AXIOM model contains nodes that were mapped to specific items during implementation, such as project files, class files and resource files. It also includes information needed to populate each item to be generated. The task is to serialize the information stored in the
abstract model trees (AMTs) into linear text files in the implementation. AXIOM’s code generation algorithm accepts an AMT and produces native code. The generator is template-based and templates capture knowledge and information about both the programming language used and the API of the native SDK. Each code template contains a parametric code fragment and an injection point, the location where the code fragment can be inserted. This information, along with the injection descriptors from the implementation model, drives the code generation process. In contrast, ED19 proposed RUMO framework that provides a platform-independent definition of a UI backed by constraints in the form of rules. The final model is transformed into a platform-specific UI code that uses predefined distinct template files for each component to create source code for the desired platform. Similarly, ED13, ED39, ED40 and ED54 takes the models, either PSM or PIM reference implementation as input and uses statically typed templates to translate the model into source code.

C. API based generators: One-fifth of the selected studies (ED4 ED5 ED16 ED17 ED22 ED32 ED41 ED44 ED45 ED46 ED55) uses Grammar-based APIs and client programs to generate the code. In ED4, source code is generated from the AFL-based state diagram as follows: (i) Class diagram to structural Java code generation using the UJECTOR tool and (ii) UML state machine(s) to their equivalent behavioral code generation using the well-known state pattern. In state pattern, each state is transformed into a class inherited from the base state class. The events in the states are included as the methods in the specific classes. These methods are implemented in derived classes with their corresponding actions. All ALF actions are transformed according to the mobile platform-specific language (currently Android and Windows), where the controller design pattern is implemented on top of the generated codes. The controller pattern also allows the integration of the business logic with the user interface. Studies ED5, ED22, ED32 and ED55 all used a similar approach to automatically generate app source code from a class diagram model using Java, JUSE4Android, Eclipse, and Acceleo tools, respectively. The authors ED22 used the DB40 object-oriented database management system to avoid unnecessary transformations into the host language. Study ED45 follows the same approach to include gesture-based interaction in the UI.

Study ED16 extends the GenCode tool to generate Android code based on class and sequence diagrams. ED17 works similarly to ED16, where XMI code for a PIM is generated from an object diagram based on JDOM API. Then, this code is transformed into platform-specific code.

D. Inline code generation: We found six selected studies (ED3 ED7 ED9 ED15 ED31 ED49) that use inline code generation through a precompiler that modifies the program, which is then compiled or interpreted. Study ED3 generate code directly from a PIM using Java compiler. Here, PROTON’s runtime engine accesses the input JSON file, loads and parses all the definitions, creates a thread for each input and output adapters, starts listening for events, and generates code for incoming events from the input adapters and forwards the events to output adapters. Similarly, in ED31, code generator was implemented in Java for transforming model instances into executable JS code. The generator makes use of the javax.xml parser package to create an object from the XMI file. The object is then parsed using the org.w3c.dom package. The result of the generation process is a JavaScript application.

E. Synthesizers, tools and framework: We found six studies (ED14 ED18 ED23 ED25 ED43 ED47) that use distinct but similar code generation techniques. For example, study ED14 implements code generator using the openArchitectureWare (oAW) generator framework and workflow file. An Apache Ant script triggers the oAW workflow. After generating the code, it builds and signs the application package. The example applications in ED14 used XML-RPC and WSDL described services. For the realization of the stub for accessing the WSDL described services via SOAP, kSOAP 2 has been used. For invoking XML-RPC operations, the android library has been utilized. ED18 also uses ANTR parser technology to translate their DSL into target app code.

F. Unknown: We could not find descriptions of the code generation techniques for sixteen studies (ED8 ED11 ED12 ED26 ED28 ED29 ED33 ED35 ED36 ED38 ED42 ED48 ED50 ED51 ED52 ED53), either because it was considered their future work or a detailed design and working procedures remain absent from the papers. For example, in ED8, the platform-specific code is generated based on an MNV description transformation. However, how it is achieved is not explained, and hence we categorize this to unresolved/unknown group. In contrast, the authors of ED26 considered supporting tools using their MIM diagram to generate app code as potential future work.

4.3. RQ3: Which empirical methods are used in the selected studies to evaluate MDD based app development approaches, and what are the results obtained?

We expected that all selected studies would use empirical methods to evaluate their work and provide appropriate explanations. However, in seventeen of the selected studies, we did not find an empirical comparative analysis and related discussion. These studies present some experiential data/results, but how the results are measured/evaluated is not well explained, or is unclear i.e., unclear steps about how the experience results were obtained. Therefore, we grouped these seventeen studies under the ‘experience results’ subsection. Overall, analyzing the extracted data, we found several strengths and gaps in the selected studies, based on which we recommend future works in this domain to address the emerging trends.

4.3.1. RQ3-SubRQ1, How were the studies evaluated?

We identified how the main results in each primary study are evaluated. Fig. 10 summarizes the results of the four main themes that we identified during our analysis.
Industry case study: We found that eight out of the fifty-five selected studies use an industry case study to evaluate their work. These studies demonstrate evaluation by developing a real-world app through a pilot project and analyzing the performance of the tool-set using different day to day development scenarios. Table 11 presents the summarized evaluation strategy for these studies using the same three questions used for Academic case study evaluation. Table 11 shows that only one study (ED3) validates their used model service, one study (ED8) compares the approach’s performance with existing industry practices, and one study (ED17) evaluates the transformation process from GUI model to code for a real-world app. The remaining five studies assess their method and showed its scalability and reliability via various example uses cases.

In addition, a real-world industry project for essential functions of mobile telephony applications, including messages and top screens, are considered as an industry case-study (in ED8), which is easy to follow and understand. Study ED17 we considered as partially scalable since it only offers a graphical way to design GUIs in UML but the generated code is not modifiable. The study ED51 enables desktop and mobile environments integration in graphical modeling along with the architecture and necessary tools. Study ED51 also analyzed dynamic

---

**Table 10** Summarized evaluation results for the fifteen selected studies that use academic case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Eval Question 1 – is it scalable?</th>
<th>Eval Question 2 – complete output app?</th>
<th>Eval Question 3 – how is it evaluated / quality compared?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED4</td>
<td>Yes: Supports multi-platform, generated output is modifiable.</td>
<td>Complete: Toy app for English words’ learning game.</td>
<td>Validates approach, integrating with business logic, use-case is explained, quality of produced output measured through testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED6</td>
<td>Yes: Designed full app variant, generated output is modifiable.</td>
<td>Complete: Toy apps for guiding conference participants and reminding TV show broadcast times.</td>
<td>Comprises a detailed domain analysis, illustrates how the given input model automatically fills data, layout, style, behavior, and service, presents a good user study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED7</td>
<td>Partially Yes: Same app is generated with native JAVA and ED7 method, incomplete GUI model.</td>
<td>Complete: Several toy apps are developed targeting game, personalization, education and analysis.</td>
<td>Showed how it reduces the development efforts, requires a smaller number of Lines Of Code (LoC), results are compared with Robolectric, Robotium, and Espresso benchmarks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED13</td>
<td>No: Toy game app.</td>
<td>Partial: Developer needs to implement logic and algorithms.</td>
<td>Complete: Use-case comparison with and without tools are shown in terms of development time measurement, animation performance measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED15</td>
<td>Yes: Generate products for different platform from the same model.</td>
<td>Partial: DSL to Code.</td>
<td>Compares performance with the existing tools in terms of LoC and features description, quality depends on the specified requirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED16</td>
<td>Yes: Generates the same outputs as for existing app.</td>
<td>Complete: Popular snake game.</td>
<td>Proved efficiency, present reverse engineered case study for process and comparison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED19</td>
<td>Yes: Able to transform defined UI into a destination UI of any platform.</td>
<td>Partial: Only UI for a personal app.</td>
<td>Test set comprises a defined UI consisting of a view for different components and transformation is shown for iOS from Android.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED20</td>
<td>Partially Yes: Supports multiplatform, but explanations and references are missing for use-cases.</td>
<td>Complete: Complete set of apps generated.</td>
<td>More than a hundred test apps are generated and evaluated in terms of LoC, produce industry best practice code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED21</td>
<td>Yes: Multiplatform extension is possible</td>
<td>Partial: Only GUI generated</td>
<td>Showed GUI of an E_Exam MCQ app code conversion, not compared with existing works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED23</td>
<td>No: Only GUI and it is incomplete.</td>
<td>Partial: Android scaffolding for producing flexible GUIs</td>
<td>Compare performance for GUI views, analyzed prototype production from GUI requirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED25</td>
<td>Yes: Model transforms to Android app code and is modifiable.</td>
<td>Complete: Toy app for reading brightness and color changing based on sensor data.</td>
<td>Comparative result in terms of LoC, Number Of Attributes (NOA), Complexity, Weighted Methods for Class (WMC), Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT), Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM), coupling etc., include user study results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED36</td>
<td>No: Only considers UI and non-convertible.</td>
<td>Partial: Only UI for restaurant delivery application</td>
<td>Evaluate efficiency of network operations handling in the app UI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED42</td>
<td>Yes: Runtime modification is possible</td>
<td>Complete: Data collection tool for a field trip of biology students</td>
<td>Analyze development tool processing considering presentation models and dialog models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED45</td>
<td>No: Output is not modifiable</td>
<td>Partial: Only Gesture UI generated</td>
<td>Validated the method and supporting tools in two different types of applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED54</td>
<td>Yes: Translating abstract models into implementation artifacts for web, hybrid and desktop.</td>
<td>Complete: Field Force Automation toy app</td>
<td>Analyzed Skeleton is independent of any platform domain, having its central core based on model transformations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
settings in the architecture and present several real-world scenarios for their tool evaluation. ED55 in contrast only evaluates performance problems and analyzes implementation decisions.

**C. Evaluation based on user studies:** We found that only 10.91% of the selected studies evaluate their work through user studies, i.e., students or practitioner usage, survey, interview and comments. Table 12 presents the summarized evaluation strategy for these six studies using the same three questions as above. From Table 12, we found that one study (ED10) carries out a Cognitive dimensions analysis, and one study (ED26) validates the reliability of the evaluation results. In this table, we mark all the studies as scalable except for ED26, because there is no supporting tool available for the used modeling construct. Like ED26, study ED49 also produces a partial output, but we marked this one as scalable since it enables non-technical developers to create their app. Interestingly, study ED53 performs a user study on 23 students. Although the participants have little experience in app development, at the end, more than half of the assigned tasks were completed in time bound assignments that showed the usability of their approach.

**D. Comparative analysis for evaluation:** We identified nine selected studies that evaluate their work through comparative analysis. These studies demonstrate evaluation by developing apps or components of an app and then compare the performance of the approach proposed. The comparison shown in these studies is similar to that of the academic case studies, however they differ in discussing the analysis results in their evaluation. Table 13 presents the summarized evaluation strategies for these nine studies. From Table 13, we see that two studies (ED2 and ED38) used a controlled user study mainly for performance analysis and comparison among technologies, hence we grouped here rather than in the user study section. We also found that two studies, ED38 and ED46, enable non-technical end-users to develop a real-world app. Study ED34 uses a set of eighteen apps for performance analysis, and ED48 discusses detailed SPOT evaluation results.

**E. Experience results:** We were unable to find evaluation techniques or analysis results for seventeen of the selected studies. These studies claimed that they use various use cases, but no proof is provided and some share only the author experiences. For example, in ED5, evaluation is missing; rather, it analyzes the code generation in different stages. However, how it is evaluated/analyzed is not shown, and hence we grouped it in the ‘experience results’ cluster. In contrast, the authors of ED39 and ED50 shared only their own experiences using their approach, but no comparison or evaluation is carried out.

4.3.2. **RQ3-SubRQa What are the strengths and limitations of the selected studies?**

This SLR tries to reveal strengths and limitations for the mobile apps development approaches that exclusively utilize Model-Driven Development (MDD) which are presented below.

**Primary strengths of the selected studies:** We found several advantages claimed in the selected studies, which we group into the following six categories, shown in Fig. 11(a): (A) Increase the abstraction level and enable model manipulation; (B) Productivity gains; (C) Raise Flexibility; (D) Support multi-platform, or different versions of the same platform development; (E) Increase automation in code generation; and (F) Contribute to efficiency increases. Moreover, we found some studies have multiple strengths and hence we present a Venn diagram in Fig. 12 to show their overlaps. We did not find any additional strength for the 30.91% studies (ED8 ED9 ED11 ED12 ED15 ED18 ED21 ED23 ED26 ED27 ED34 ED43 ED44 ED47 ED50 ED52 ED55) except their primary strength.

However, many of these claimed strengths are the authors’ opinions based on incomplete evidence rather than proof that can be measured based on application to real-world scenarios, since 80% of the studies are evaluated in academic environments and not tested in industrial cases. Further studies of the techniques on industrial-scale mobile app development problems would need to be carried out to substantiate these claimed strengths translate to real-world scenarios. A more detailed discussion is presented below.

**A. Increase abstraction level:** We identified six selected studies (ED2 ED3 ED8 ED34 ED46 ED51) that claimed to increase the abstraction level for target users with various methodologies and models. This abstraction aims to make the app development easier and faster. For
example, the authors of ED2 provide a DSL to express the model of the applications independently of platforms. Based on AXIOM and agile methods, they retain key elements of UML state-charts to represent the app behavior. The use of Groovy in ED2 for the modeling language facilitates the transformation of AXIOM PIM into PSM. These models are claimed by the authors to be fast to develop and easy to verify, making them compatible with agile. Their intent was to provide a sufficient cross-section of functionality in terms of the modeling notation and transformation tools to increase abstraction with good code quality. A similar abstraction is achieved in ED3 and ED8. The transformation of the event model to an event-driven app is considered in ED3, and ED8 manages complex functional requirement combinations in embedded software and improves app functionality.

B. Increase productivity: We found that 10.91% of the selected studies (ED9 ED10 ED29 ED39 ED40 ED48) contribute to productivity gains through supporting crosscutting behavior and minimizing development time. For example, authors of ED40 introduce a new approach to utilizing cloud resources for mobile users. Here heavyweight components of CMH app are developed on cloud-side, whereas lightweight or native code is developed in devices for execution. CMH applications execution does not need profiling, partitioning, and offloading processes, hence producing the least computation overhead on the target mobile devices. Study ED48 reduces production costs and time by enabling the app developers to understand the consequences of architectural decisions long before implementation. Similarly, the paradigm provided in ED9 modularizes crosscutting behavior by integrating aspect-oriented development techniques with MDD.

C. Increase flexibility: We identified eight out of fifty-five selected studies (ED12 ED14 ED18 ED25 ED35 ED38 ED43 ED44) that claim to make the app development process more flexible, or target different domain stakeholders, especially to manage model, data, and services. For example, ED12 presents a meta-model for defining context-aware applications which is different from the other selected studies in the sense that (i) It does not only model Web service descriptions, but also considers the faults in these descriptions, and (ii) It considers the inefficiencies of different Web services development techniques in generating data-type descriptions.

Study ED38 applies end-user programming techniques to ease the process of modeling data collection instruments. It offers an intuitive

### Table 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Eval Question 1</th>
<th>Eval Question 2</th>
<th>Eval Question 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED24</td>
<td>Yes: Scaffolding mobile app, generated output is modifiable.</td>
<td>Partial: Commercial Prompa app and a data-driven app that displays movie data from API. Some generated code modification</td>
<td>Collect feedback from developers about use-cases, carried out a feasibility study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED26</td>
<td>No: No supporting tool for its modeling constructs.</td>
<td>Partial: Only GUI of the Gmail app generated.</td>
<td>Validated reliability, analyzed survey results, prove effectiveness through T-Test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED44</td>
<td>Yes: Output UIs are device and platform-independent.</td>
<td>Complete: Interactive survey questionnaires for the public transportation network.</td>
<td>User study for preferences, analyzed different data collection forms common in performing questionnaire surveys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED49</td>
<td>Yes: Enables non-technical people to create their own domain-specific app.</td>
<td>Partial: UIs and configurable components of the app.</td>
<td>Qualitative user study for performance evaluation, but verification or validation is missing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED53</td>
<td>Yes: Supports various stakeholders, Inter-operable apps from a common PIM.</td>
<td>Complete: General app for smartphones and smartwatches.</td>
<td>Training-based user study among IT students, analyzed usability score based on the System Usability Scale.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 11.](image) Identified areas of (a) Primary strength and (b) Common limitations in the primary selected studies.
configurator component that allows researchers to create their instruments in a flexible, graphical manner. Similarly, ED25 includes a DSL for modeling contextual information and adaptation rules, transforming them into executable code. The middleware (DSL) provides the code required to deal with sensors and react and execute functionality according to contextual rules to improve the user experience. In ED35, the authors combined MDA ideas to promote SaaS application development based on semantic reasoning mechanisms.

D. Support cross-platform, multi-platform or multi-version app development: We identified 14.55% (eight out of fifty-five) selected studies (ED6 ED13 ED19 ED21 ED27 ED37 ED47 ED53) that aim to support either cross-platform, multi-platform or different versions of the same mobile app platform development. Most of these studies...
focused on reusable code component development to reduce product development time and cost. For example, ED13 describes MVC patterns to assist the agile development of a multi-platform mobile app. It uses a set of rules for each target platform to transform the UI to meet customer requirements quickly and adequately. Similarly, in ED19, UI is generated using the RUMO framework. ED6 also considers the generation of mobile app variants.

Study ED21 designs UIs for mobile and web applications based on components, for which a DSL is defined to generate native code for several platforms based on a textual model for the generation of graphic interfaces based on components. ED53 also considers similar cross-platform development, whereas ED27, ED37 and ED47 consider UI/GUI development and code generation. In ED27, the authors defined a platform-independent language as the base for generating native code for iOS apps. ED37 showed that the presented DSL defines GUI independently of the target mobile platforms and allows developers to generate native code to these several platforms automatically.

E. More automation for the app development: We identified nine out of fifty-five primary selected studies (ED5 ED17 ED20 ED22 ED23 ED28 ED31 ED32 ED36) aim to raise the use of automation in the app development process. For example, ED17 generates GUI source code in three steps: (i) The system GUI is modeled in class and object diagrams, (ii) The models are transformed into platform-independent XMI files using JDOM API4, and (iii) They adopt an MDA approach to transform the models into platform-specific GUI code. Here, transformation rules are defined using ATL and the MDA based approach. Similarly, studies ED5, ED23 and ED30 automatically generate codes from UML class diagrams.

ED20 produces an app by transforming PIM to an implementation model, and finally to code. It uses AXIOM Abstract Model Tree for model representation to be the basis for all model transformations and code generation. ED31 intends to facilitate the development of the “Virtual Worlds” app, such as games, by visualizing scenes and characters construction. It directly uses Java to create DSL tools. Code is directly generated from this high-level language with a sound and maintainable architecture alike ED22, ED28 and ED32. The method of ED28 allows android application prototyping from WND, where certain portions of the GUI code are generated without providing a mechanism to exploit native capabilities of a smartphone.

F. Increase efficiency in app development: The remaining 32.73% studies claim to increase app development efficiency by proposing a new method, framework, tool or languages. For example, in ED1, the authors introduce a publicly available tool named ArcMap2SDLGenerator for efficient map designing for Web Map-Servers and mobile apps. Authors of ED7 develop MoDroid, a high-level modeling language that implements the Meta-Model and its supported tools for Android app development. In ED11, requirements for adaptable and user-centric mobile business processes have been studied. The advantage of this method is that the code generator does not generate just any generic code but instead generates code based on the user’s specifications.

Model transformations of ED30 help developers focus on the app design rather than implementation issues. ED16 and ED49 present two similar modeling tools for app development using UML and UML 2.0 models. Study ED45 proposes gestUI for multi-stroke gesture-based UI development that defines multi-strokes gestures. The gestUI can create a gesture catalog model and support model transformations to obtain the source code, including gesture-based interaction. ED26 presents a method for modeling mobile interfaces based on MIM, as part of the future mobile development project. ED42 generates data collection applications using CAMELEON reference framework, where task models typically describe constraints on task execution as temporal relations between sub-tasks and centralizes the development process. ED33 provides a modeling facility that generates code in JSON format on the IFML model. The approach of ED50 supports developers in domain model specification and the user interaction model for apps according to IFML discussed in ED33.

**Limitations of the Selected Studies:** We identified ten common kinds of limitations in the selected studies, summarized in Fig. 11(b).

A. No GUI development: Two studies ED4 and ED7 fail in this category. The proposed tool of ED4 (MAG) allows the developer to automatically generate the business logic code of the app from the app models, but the GUI of the app is developed separately. In ED7, input interfaces are declared using the methods for execution that depend on the localized nodes, but the GUI-based model is not implemented.

B. Unsupported requirements: We consider two studies ED34 and ED37 fall into this group. For example, study ED34 allows automatic model manipulation, but how the tool gets the target app requirements is not specified, whereas, in the ED37 approach, behavioral requirements are unsupported.

C. Large scale development: Three studies ED13, ED19, and ED42 face obvious scalability problems. For example, the templates and rules used in ED13 and ED19 for a platform are not extendable to other platforms. The data collection apps of ED42 produced by using the CAMELEON reference framework cannot be enhanced by developers.

D. Variant generation: We consider four studies ED5, ED6, ED18 and ED48 fall into this group. ED5 generates structural codes for a mobile application, but it restricts the mobile app generation for a specific platform (Android). Moreover, it does not support variant generation during modeling, i.e., domain-specific hardware and software features transformation are not substantiated and not reusable. Similarly, variants considered in studies ED6 and ED18 have deficiencies in modeling both platform-specific and platform-independent features. Study ED6 also excludes the mechanisms for exploiting smartphone native capabilities, such as cameras and embedded sensors. The developed tool in ED48 (SPOT) automates power consumption emulation code generation, but does not process the proposed templates as intermediate representations of the platform variants. In addition, power consumption due to network access is too low-level consideration. These studies can easily specify automatic variants processing by formalizing and solving the integrated constraint sets to derive valid platforms.

E. Integration and interoperability: Four of the selected studies (ED11 ED30 ED40 ED47) have deficiencies in supporting physical elements integration or require manual interpretation. For example, ED11 does not provide mechanisms for integrating physical elements in the model or the following stages. Similarly, tools used in ED47 are not yet integrated, tailored towards J2ME and do not exploit the interoperability benefits of Web Services. Study ED30 needs a method code to be inserted manually. Cloud components of ED40 are not transferable due to their underlying heterogeneity. Moreover, isolating the development of mobile and cloud components like ED40 creates further versioning and integration challenges.

F. Development process completeness: We identified that the app development process in four selected studies (ED3 ED24 ED28 ED52) is partially complete. For example, ED24 uses rules to build models of native GUI code. These rules are stored in the system beforehand, but the rules database is not extendable. Hence, the approach of ED24 will fail when some models that have not been inside the system occur. The code generator also does not generate a ready-to-ship application as its primary features is to generate the database and then some higher-level code. This means that the user still needs to piece the code together to make it work as a full application. However, once the developer modifies the generated code, it cannot return back to the system/tool. Similar problems exist in ED28 and ED51 for the GUI code and app model, respectively. In ED3, the work is generally a model-driven development based on a spreadsheet. However, it does not generate analysis logic and app codes.

G. Low abstraction: We found four selected studies (ED9 ED21 ED27 ED43) need abstraction increases through proper use of MDD techniques. For example, the paradigm in ED9 provides a set of techniques.
to modularize aspect-oriented development techniques. The main disadvantage of this approach is the lack of support for high-level abstraction elements to express conceptual characteristics. Similarly, the patterns modeling languages of ED21, ED27 and refined mobile-specific interactions of ED43 do not provide much abstraction for tool users.

G. Professional development: We found 9.09% of the primary selected studies (ED10 ED16 ED20 ED44 ED46) are not suitable for use in the professional level. For example, pattern modeling language considered in ED20 is unsuitable for software developers as the input model is built using Groovy. Similarly, the MAML framework shown in ED46 is not suited for use by a professional mobile app developer because it does not contain much customization support for addressing complex issues during modeling. Experts must implement text corrections or validations during code generation in ED44, and the generated code in ED10 is not modifiable at all. ED16 does not generate optimized code, nor take into account good practices, potentially creating performance or security issues in the generated code.

I. Extension: Seven of the selected studies (ED2 ED12 ED33 ED35 ED38 ED45 ED53) have not examined how their approaches can be extended to other domains. In ED2, the authors claim that there is no practical limit to the overarching AXIOM approach, but they also say that extension to web apps needs to be examined in the future. In ED33, creating a database of already created UI elements to ensure their reuse was not considered. ED35 does not consider the rule extension, same as ED45 for the gesture, ED38 for recommendation criteria in the tool, and ED53 for supporting devices other than touchscreens.

J. Require further explanation, empirical tests, and evaluations: We believe that many selected studies (ED1 ED8 ED14 ED15 ED17 ED22 ED23 ED25 ED26 ED29 ED31 ED32 ED36 ED39 ED41 ED49 ED50 ED51 ED54 ED55) need to analyze their work more thoroughly and better explain the development processes proposed. For example, In ED1, the authors show that it is possible to adapt Geographic Information (GI) services dynamically to context and user properties in general. How to achieve optimal results requires further empirical tests, evaluations, and theoretical work. For example, what parameters to choose, how to weigh them, and what types of adaptation to realize to get the expected outcome still need more experiments. This is also true for nineteen other works grouped in this category. For example, ED25 tries to improve user experiences. This approach was tested only using the Android Dalvik VM runtime environment.

In ED26, MIM is used to specify characteristics of the final UI of an app. However, there is no standard procedure for confirming the completeness of GUI specified by MIM. Two gaps we identified in ED29 are: (i) It focuses on object structure and behavior, and not on interaction; (ii) The employed top-down approach does not adequately consider platform-specific features. ED31 directly uses Java to create DSL tools. Compared to the plain programming approach, this can be more productive and easier to adopt changes. However, more test results should be presented, especially for the end-users. Proposal of ED32 presents comparatives with at least two output platforms, but in some cases, the approaches were described in only one platform, similar to ED36, where more detail about code generator with feasibility study should be presented. In ED39, it is not clear whether the presented DSL has a static type system or not. All the works categorized in this group also lack consideration of real-world scenarios in their evaluation, adoption in the current environment, and the current progress in the domain.

4.3.3. RQ3-SubRQc: What are our recommendations for future work in this area?

We suggest several recommendations for future research into mobile app development based on model driven development techniques. These recommendations are based on the common identified gaps and proposed future work found in the fifty-five selected studies of this SLR.

A. App requirements modeling: The majority of the studies have applied model driven development to the design and implementation phases of mobile app development, but we found that the requirements phase is missing in 20% of the selected studies. This finding is interesting in the sense that the requirements engineering community has been modeling requirements for many years, but we found no mention of app requirement capture or modeling in these eleven selected studies. In addition, only two studies explicitly considered modeling of Non-Functional Requirements (NFR), and 23.63% studies partially apply MDD in all development phases. Although it is possible to develop a fully functional mobile application only with functional requirements, considering NFRs may better increase the reliability, performance, scalability, useability, and security of the target apps. Therefore, the researchers, development community, and stakeholders need to pay significant attention to apply MDD in the entire app development life-cycle and address NFRs in-app generations.

B. Logic and presentation: The custom MDD based solutions dedicated to mobile app development are mostly concerned with the following two aspects: (i) UI/UX, e.g., how end-users interact with the application and what they see; and (ii) Business logic, e.g., information parsing, data manipulation, API calls, etc. However, aspects related to the content and data layer need more attention as decisions related to these layers have a significant impact on the overall app performance. For example, issues such as where should the data source reside? how will communication takes place between the app and data source? how does the app deal with hardware issues? These are generally not handled by most MDD approaches proposed and hence further investigation is required.

C. Use of artificial intelligence and machine learning: None of the selected studies considered integrating Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques with MDD based solutions for app development. This is a promising area, especially for data processing, decision-making, and use cases. For example, a health app model powered with AI/ML might be able to analyze its data more appropriately. Hence, relevant up-to-date recommendations from AI and ML components for the solutions to be used in the app could be suggested. This is also true for apps related to e-commerce, retail, game, entertainment etc. MDD approaches supporting AI and ML aspects of mobile apps could include modeling these intelligent aspects of apps, reusing existing AI and ML algorithms in generated apps, and using AI/ML techniques as part of the app development e.g. evolutionary techniques to generate parts of apps.

D. Code quality and target tool users: The majority of the studies have proposed new MDD based tools/languages to provide most of the code generation and theoretically offer higher productivity gains. However, these tools often have a poor reputation among developers due to their limited flexibility and sometimes poor code quality output. Rarely were we able to find a complete and good quality output was a focus of the development and evaluation. We found only one tool (ED24) that was dedicated for experienced mobile app developers, and only two methods (ED38 and ED49) were exclusively targeted for use by non-technical developers.

E. Human centric issues: None of the studies considered issues of end users of the apps with widely differing ages, languages, culture, accessibility issues etc. Different end user groups may need different approaches in their apps for interaction, explanation, and presentation of information to address these human issues. Human-Centric
Issues (HCIs) appear to have had little attention to date by researchers into MDD based approaches for mobile app development. For example, two studies (ED10 and ED38) explicitly designed for health care applications generation, targeting diverse end-users. However, these approaches did not provide any mechanism to address (model) the need for diverse users, e.g., elderly users, users with physical and mental challenges, and users with different languages, cultures, and socioeconomic backgrounds. Failure to incorporate such HCIs into app modeling can generate an app that is unsuitable for whom it is designed.

F. Native, cross-platform, web and hybrid apps: Most attention has been paid to producing native mobile apps development for a single platform. Almost every approach relies on its own DSL, either defined from scratch or by enhancing an existing one. However, no specific standard has been devised for the mobile app modeling domain, and hence, no advantages offered by standardization is leveraged. Only just over 20% of the examined approaches target the development of cross-platform apps or target at least two different app platforms. In this case, a distinct code generator was used for each distinct platforms. This itself introduces serious maintainability issues for the approach as platforms evolve. We also found very few approaches investigating hybrid and web-based techniques in this domain.

G. Reliability and scalability of studies: Relatively little work has been done to prove the reliability and scalability of the proposed approaches. More than half of the studies do not report any validation method to ensure the appropriateness of their solution. Overall, we found that the details for feasibility studies and proof of scalability of the solution are missing for most of the selected studies.

5. Threats to validity

This SLR is subject to standard search and selection bias threats. We counter this threat by searching the most commonly used databases in the SE and IT context. We modified our search strings several times during the automatic search to maximize the number of relevant articles that match the SLR concepts defined in Table 2. We also kept our search string generic to search through the titles, abstracts, keywords and full text of an article to cover the maximum number of relevant papers. We have also conducted a manual search on Google Scholar to complement the automatic search using a snowballing strategy. All these together covered more than a thousand relevant publications and resulted in a broad set of original papers. We did not extensively search on relevant journals, proceedings of relevant conferences, and books related to MDD as we believe the search in the electronic database covered will this. However, we did include the option to search for book chapters while performing an automatic search. This process allowed us to find some book chapters, but only one of them got into our final selected paper set that is leveraged for data extraction after applying inclusion, exclusion and quality criteria filtering. Although we found more than a thousand potentially relevant articles during our automatic and manual searches, only 5% of these papers met our paper selection criteria. To mitigate the paper remotion risk, we cross-checked and discussed several times among the authors before excluding a paper from the final list. Moreover, predefined review protocols with detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria helped us reducing bias in selecting primary studies.

The results of this SLR paper are based on the data extracted and synthesized from the selected MDD-based mobile app development studies. We applied several quality criteria (shown in Sections 3.2.6 and 3.2.7) to estimate the quality of the selected primary studies. Even though the proposed criteria are not too strict, applying them indeed caused several initially selected papers to be excluded. To mitigate the risk of missing important data from the primary studies, we put back the excluded papers closely related to the primary studies. Eventually, we re-selected two papers to be included in the final set of primary selected studies for data extraction and analysis. Moreover, the paper list was gathered in early 2020, and there may be papers published after our search, which are not included here. Moreover, we still have a risk of producing biased results addressing only expert needs as the people involved in these processes have extensive experience in this domain. We provided detailed documentation on the searching, study filtration, and result analysis process to counter this issue. The results and recommendations for this SLR were prepared to help the reader identifying the scope and opportunities in MDD based mobile app development. To this end, we ignored those focusing only on testing and test case generation for mobile apps. We also ignored making recommendations in the area of mobile app development that exclude MDD approaches.

6. Conclusion

To better understand the research done to advance MDD-based approaches for mobile app development, we conducted a Systematic Literature Review (SLR). To this end, extracting data, analyzing them based on our three main research questions and corresponding eight sub-research questions are defined in the SLR protocol. We also identified the popularity of different applied MDD techniques, supporting tools, artifacts and evaluation techniques. This review study found that the existing MDD techniques for mobile application development are helpful in general. The primary strengths of the selected studies are categorized into six areas — Support for abstraction, Productivity, Flexibility, Multi-platform development, Process automation and Greater efficiency. We also found ten common limitation groups — No GUI development, Unsupported requirements, Lack of scalability, Problem in the variant generation, Limited integration and interoperability, Development process incompleteness, Need for further abstractions, Not suitable for professional development, Lack of domain extension, and Lack of empirical tests and theories. These identified gaps helped us to recommended seven high priority potential future research areas in this domain — including Better app requirement modeling, Greater logic and presentation Support, Support for artificial intelligence and machine learning in apps and app development, Better quality and more comprehensive code generation, Flexibility and output mapping, Better support for human-centric issues for diverse end-users, Integrate cross-platform, web and hybrid app development, and Increase support for reliability and scalability.
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Appendix A. List of selected studies


### Appendix B. Individual quality assessment scores for selected studies

| No | Q1 | Q2 | Q3 | Q4 | Q5 | Q6 | ED1 | ED2 | ED3 | ED4 | ED5 | ED6 | ED7 | ED8 | ED9 | ED10 | ED11 | ED12 | ED13 | ED14 | ED15 | ED16 | ED17 | ED18 | ED19 | ED20 | ED21 | ED22 | ED23 | ED24 | ED25 | ED26 | ED27 | ED28 | ED29 | ED30 | ED31 | ED32 | ED33 | ED34 | ED35 | ED36 | ED37 | ED38 | ED39 | ED40 | ED41 | ED42 | ED43 | ED44 | ED45 | ED46 | ED47 | ED48 |
|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1  | 2  | 3  | 3  | 2  | 2  | 2  | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   | 1   |
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